
                              Pre-formal Curriculum Assessment Grid   
 

Communication 
Learning Indicators  
(Pupils can…) 

Date 
Achieved 

Evidence 
(Where) 

Response 
Respond to sounds    
Respond to familiar voices   
Respond to unfamiliar voices   
Respond to human touch   
Respond to touch of objects   
Respond to sight of familiar people   
Respond to sight of unfamiliar people   
Respond to sight of objects   
Anticipation 
Show reflex behaviour in response to stimuli   
Show brief anticipatory behaviour in response 
to familiar stimulus/routine 

  

Show sustained anticipatory behaviour in 
response to familiar stimulus/routine 

  

Show differentiated anticipatory behaviour in 
response to more than one familiar 
stimuli/routine 

  

Show differentiated anticipatory response to 
an object of reference or picture symbol 

  

Show differentiated anticipatory response to 
up to 3 objects of reference or picture symbols 

  

Show differentiated anticipatory response to 
more than 3 objects of reference or picture 
symbols 

  

Comprehension 
Respond to own name   
Make distinct and consistent response to own 
name 

  

Demonstrate understanding of up to 5 
words/signs/symbols with additional cues 

  

Demonstrate understanding of up to 5 
words/signs/symbols without additional cues  

  

Demonstrate understanding of more than 5 
words/signs/symbols without additional cues 

  

Demonstrate understanding of simple phrases 
containing two key-words/signs/symbols 

  

Interaction 
Respond to initiation of interaction   
Attend to interactions   
Actively seek interactions   
Attempt to interact with someone through eye 
contact, facial expression, touch or 
vocalisations 

  

Terminate interaction   
Object to termination of interaction   
Take turns following someone else’s lead   
Initiate turn-taking sequence   
Imitate an action or sound   
Imitate up to 5 actions or sounds   



Imitate more than 5 actions or sounds   
Signalling 
Express basic needs through sounds or facial 
expressions 

  

Show preference for particular people, objects 
or activities 

  

Gain attention through sounds, facial 
expressions or gestures  

  

Indicate ‘more’ or ‘no more’ through sounds or 
facial expressions or gestures  

  

Indicate a preference between two things   
Indicate a preference between more than two 
things 

  

Give distinct request for objects/activities   
Speech/Sign Development 
Explore own vocalisations/hands   
Make sounds/gestures to express basic 
feelings 

  

Make distinct sounds/gestures to express 
different feelings 

  

Make consonant/vowel combinations    
Make repetitive consonant/vowel combinations   
Use consistent vocalisations that approximate 
to words or gestures that approximate to signs 

  

Use up to 5 words/signs   
                      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Cognition 
Learning Indicators  
Pupils can… 

Date 
Achieved 

Evidence 
(Where) 

Awareness 
Be roused from sleep   
Have brief periods of alertness   
Have sustained periods of alertness   
Respond or attend to visual stimuli    
Respond or attend to auditory stimuli    
Respond or attend to tactile stimuli   
Respond or attend to olfactory stimuli (smells)   
Respond or attend to gustatory stimuli (tastes)   
Respond or attend to changes to body 
position 

  

Respond or attend to body movement   
Respond or attend to familiar/unfamiliar 
people 

  

Respond or attend to familiar/unfamiliar 
objects 

  

Respond or attend to being in different 
environments 

  

Respond or attend to different events/activities   
Exploration 
Explore using all of their available senses   
Explore using all of their body parts   
Explore a wide range of objects and media 
with differing sensory qualities 

  

Explore objects of differing size and shape   
Explore objects/equipment that have different 
functions 

  

Explore inside different containers   
Explore static stimuli   
Explore moving stimuli   
Explore ‘cause and effect’ objects/activities    
Explore different environments   
Concept Develop & Problem Solving 
Make things move deliberately   
Activate toys/equipment deliberately   
Repeat an action   
Operate toys/equipment that requires a single 
action 

  

Use different actions to operate different 
equipment/cause different effects 

  

Press buttons and switches   
Seek hidden or removed toys/objects   
Recognise and use objects for their correct 
function 

  

Find favourite toy/object within group of similar 
toys/objects 

  

Empty/fill different containers   
Solve problems   
Try new strategy when initial one fails   
Sequence & Pattern 
Take turns in repetitive games or songs   



Anticipate actions in activity or rhyme/song   
Anticipate routine daily events that follow a set 
sequence  

  

Explore and select resources for familiar 
routines 

  

Recognise familiar places   
Anticipate events from cues   
Use ‘one at a time’ activities   
Complete two or more actions in sequence to 
achieve a goal 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Physical Skills 
Learning Indicators  
Pupils can… 

Date 
Achieved 

Evidence 
(Where) 

Body Awareness 
Respond or attend to massage/sensory 
stimulation of different parts of their body 

  

Respond or attend to movement of individual 
body parts 

  

Respond or attend to total body movement    
Respond or attend to a range of body positions   
Respond or attend to where their body is in 
space 

  

Posture 
Lay unsupported (or supported where necessary) 
on their back 

  

Lay unsupported (or supported where necessary) 
on their front 

  

Lay unsupported (or supported where necessary) 
on their side 

  

Sit unsupported (or supported where necessary) 
in a chair or on a beanbag 

  

Sit unsupported (or supported where necessary) 
on a flat surface 

  

Kneel using hands for support   
Kneel unsupported   
Stand fully supported (e.g. standing frame)   
Stand with hands held or holding on    
Stand unsupported   
Gross Motor Skills 
Hold head up unsupported   
Lift head up and lower it down from laying, sitting 
and standing position 

  

Turn head from side to side   
Hold trunk up unsupported   
Turn trunk from side to side   
Lift arms up below shoulder height   
Lift arms up above shoulder height   
Bend and straighten at wrist and elbow   
Move arms sideways   
Rotate arms at shoulder   
Rotate hands at wrist   
Lift legs forwards, backwards and sideways   
Bend and straighten at ankles, knees and hips 
(to right angle) 

  

Fine Motor Skills 
Touch static objects with their hands   
Squeeze (and release), clutch and poke an object   
Rub, scratch and circle an object using fingers   
Hold (and release) an object in one hand   
Bang or wave an object in the air   



Trace over the contours of an object to explore 
texture and basic shape 

  

Use two hands in unison to accurately manipulate 
and explore an object 

  

Independent Mobility 
Change Position and Posture 
Roll from front to back  

  

Roll from back to front   
Move from lying to sitting   
Move from sitting to lying   
Move from lying to kneeling   
Move from kneeling to lying   
Move from sitting to kneeing   
Move from kneeling to sitting   
Move from kneeling to standing   
Move from standing to kneeling   
Move from sitting to standing (from chair and 
floor) 

  

Move from standing to sitting (to chair and floor)   
Pivot on tummy, bottom or knees (on floor)   
 
Travel 
Crawl or bottom shuffle 

  

Walk fully supported (gait trainer) or facilitated   
Cruise along furniture   
Walk with two hands held   
Walk holding onto a walking frame   
Walk with one hand held   
Walk forward unsupported   
Walk backwards   
Change directions when walking   
Walk on different surfaces   
Walk up and down slopes holding onto a rail   
Walk up and down stairs holding onto a rail   
Walk up and down slopes unsupported   
Walk up and down stairs unsupported   
 
Travel – In a Wheelchair 
Move wheelchair forwards 

  

Move wheelchair backwards   
Turn wheelchair left and right   
 
Move in water 
Get in/out of pool  

  

Float on back   
Stand/vertically balance in water   
Rotate in the water (vertically and horizontally)   
Move arms in water   
Move legs in the water   
Crawl in shallow water   
Walk in the water   
Propel themselves in the water   

 
Using different environments and equipments 

  



Move over a range of different surfaces (indoor 
and outdoor) 
Use playground/adventure equipment to swing, 
slide, rotate, climb (over, under and through) and 
ride 

  

Use trikes and bikes   
Move and bounce on a trampoline   
Pull and push objects   
Throw and roll objects   
Catch objects   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Independence 
Learning Indicators  
Pupils can… 

Date 
Achieved 

Evidence 
(Where) 

Eating and Drinking 
Show awareness of food and drink   
Move food around mouth and swallow   
Swallow drink when in mouth   
Bite through food of various consistencies   
Chew food of various consistencies   
Feed themselves finger-food   
Feed themselves using a spoon   
Use a bottle to drink   
Use a two handled cup to drink   
Use a one handled cup to drink   
Use a beaker (no handles) to drink   
Toileting 
Show awareness of having their pad changed   
Assist when pad being changed   
Transfer (including hoist) from chair to 
bed/toilet 

  

Sit on a toilet or potty   
Use a toilet or potty appropriately when taken 
regularly by an adult 

  

Indicate when they need to be changed   
Stand to have their pad changed   
Indicate a need to use the toilet   
Take themselves to the toilet when prompted   
Take themselves to the toilet independently   
Wasing/Drying 
Show awareness of being washed and dried   
Assist when being washed   
Wash and dry their hands   
Wash and dry their face   
Wash and dry their body   
Wash and dry their hair   
Transfer in and out of shower/bath   
Dressing/Undressing 
Show awareness of being dressed/undressed   
Assist when being dressed and undressed   
Offer limbs    
Take off clothing with some support   
Take off clothing independently   
Pull on/up clothing   
Put clothing on correctly with prompting   
Put clothing on correctly   
Personal Grooming 
Clean their teeth 
Show awareness of having their teeth cleaned 

  

Assist when having their teeth cleaned   



Spit out water to rinse   
Hold toothbrush and put in mouth   
Brush own teeth with prompting/support   
Brush own teeth independently   

 
Brush their hair 
Show awareness of having their hair brushed 

  

Assist when having their hair brushed   
Hold brush and put to hair   
Brush own hair with prompting/support   
Brush own hair independently   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Sensory Skills 
Learning Indicators  
Pupils can… 

Date 
Achieved 

Evidence 
(Where) 

Visual 
Respond to (e.g. react, glance, attend, 
locate and track):- 
Static and moving bright light in a dark 
environment 

  

Static and moving bright light in a light 
environment 

  

Different colours   
Reflective objects   
Faces   
People/objects at near/far distance    
People/objects in all areas of vision    
Look, reach for and touch a range of objects   
Auditory 
Respond to (e.g. react, attend, locate and 
discriminate):- 
Own vocalisations 

  

Speech sounds   
Individual loud quiet and loud sounds (in quiet 
environment) 

  

Noisy and quiet environments   
High and low pitch sounds   
Long and short sounds   
Familiar and unfamiliar everyday sounds   
Simple and repetitive nursery rhymes and 
songs 

  

Tactile 
Respond to (e.g. accept, attend and 
explore):-  
Human touch 

  

Soft textures   
Malleable textures   
Hard textures   
Rough textures   
Smooth textures   
Sticky textures   
Dry pouring   
Wet pouring   
Warm objects   
Being warm   
Cold objects   
Being cold   
Wind   
Vibration   
Olfactory 
Show awareness of smells    
   



Respond to (e.g. reject, accept, attend, like, 
discriminate):- 
musky smells 
putrid smells   
pungent smells   
camphoraceous smells   
ethereal smells   
floral smells   
pepperminty smells   
Gustatory 
Show awareness of tastes   
 
Respond to (e.g. reject, accept, attend, 
like, discriminate):- 
sweet tastes 

  

bitter tastes   
salty tastes   
sour tastes   
savoury tastes   
Proprioceptive 
Show awareness of body position   
Respond in different ways to different body 
positions 

  

Change own body position   
Show an awareness of arms/legs being 
moved 

  

Respond to arms/legs being moved   
Move own arms/legs   
Vestibular 
Show an awareness of whole body 
movement  

  

Respond to whole body movement   
Show an awareness of head movement   
Respond to head movement   
Move own head   
Show an awareness of being rocked side-to-
side 

  

Responds to being rocked side-to-side   
Rock self from side-to-side   
Show an awareness of being rocked forwards 
and backwards 

  

Respond to being rocked forwards and 
backwards 

  

Rock self forwards and backwards   
	


